Network security has become one of the most important interesting areas for researches. Protecting the network can be done by many mechanisms. Among the most effective one is the network firewall. While the firewall protecting the network from the external intruding, it does upward nothing about the internal intruding. Internal intruding or Inside attacks can lead to a big loosing. One of these attacks is attaching an unauthorized host to the network to get benefits of using the network resources provided by the server (like Internet service) or to leak information into the outside.
Introduction
According to the annual CSI/FBI, Computer Crime and Security Survey, the number of successful attacks from the inside is roughly equal to numbers from the outside. So just protecting from outside attacks covers just half the threats [1, 2] .
Attaching an unauthorized host to the network can be classified under internal intruding; the solution for this problem is that the network firewall at the server has to know the source of the packet in order to distinguish between trusted and untrusted hosts. This enables the firewall to let only the packets that came from the trusted hosts to pass the network.
The conventional firewall can distinguish the source of the packets by reading both fields: source Media Access Control (MAC) address and source IP address. This is not always true, according to two reasons, first: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a protocol, which enables a host to obtain an IP-address dynamically from a DHCP-server upon boot time. This means that the host can have a different IP-address whenever it is rebooted. Second, the internal adversary can change the values of these two fields (including the MAC address) of his packets or frames into the corresponding fields of an authorized host.
To solve this problem, we need to manage an enumeration of all protected hosts behind the firewall, and initialize each host with its unique ID.
Moller J. and Donbaek T. [3] used a normal string as the host ID which read from a configuration file in each client. But this method has disadvantages: first, the string can be repeated by the user or the adversary (whether he/she meant or not) on other hosts. Second, the string can be stolen or even the whole configuration file by the adversary.
Also Moller J. and Donbaek T. propose that every packet that destiny to leave the network, has to contain the host Identifier (ID) that send this packet. When this packet reached to the server, the extended firewall has to retrieve the host-ID to determine the action (Drop/Pass) of this packet. The whole work is done in Linux (open source) operating system. This paper proposed two points: first a new solution to overcome the weakness of choosing the Host-ID which by: first, the host ID can be a serial number of one of the hardware components e.g. manufacturer hard disk serial number (chosen in this case), manufacturer Compact Disk (CD) serial number, or CPU Identification number…etc. which are always unique. Second, this paper also proposed that the proposed application itself read the host ID at the beginning of its execution, not from file to prevent the adversary from copying or stealing the host ID to use it in his application. And even if the adversary has stolen the hooking application this will be useless. Second, the big challenge is that the whole proposed system is running under windows operating system, which is not open source code.
TCP/IP Communication Protocol
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) communication protocol is assumed, the TCP/IP protocol suite has now become a universal communication protocol. Since its development has paid little attention to traditional security aspects [4] ; security means become essential to be added in a way that can protect the LAN which uses this protocol from one of the important security issues which is; the internal attacks. This paper proposes a new method that implemented on a Client Server (C/S) model for a LAN. Clients and server are cooperate in such a way that each of the clients does authenticate each of its (hosts) to the server and the server will verify these information in turn.
This paper attempts to improve the security process in a communication network that employs TCP/IP. It focuses on defending against the internal attacks. It first identifies client server model, then suggests application scenario for each of the clients and the server in order to authenticate and verify the extra security information in order to enhance the network security for LAN model computer networks.
As mentioned earlier, the conventional firewall is unable to distinguish between legal and illegal network packets based solely on the information available in the TCP/IP-protocol. So, it needs more information. TCP/IP is still a very capable communication protocol suite, and it is not likely to be replaced, at least not within the next few years. But the information contained in an IP datagram is not enough therefore something additional is needed.
The proposed firewall must ensure that no information leaves the trusted network, except when the communication link originates from a trusted source (a trusted host). This means that the protected computers by the extended firewall must provide the extended firewall with these extra information in every single packet destined to going out.
The process of finding and adding these information to each packet and verifying of these information requires many changes to the operating systems of all hosts (clients and server), on the protected network, that need to communicate through the firewall.
Client-Server Model
The term Client/Server was first used in the 1980 in reference to Personal Computers (PCs) on a network. The actual Client/Server model started gaining an acceptance in the late 1980s [5] . The Client/Server model has become one of the central ideas of networking. Most networking applications are being written today using the Client/Server model. The same can be said about Internet [6] .
Client/Server is a network application architecture environment where the control of data is established at a server node and is available for access from the clients. Client/Server describes the relationship between two computer programs in which one program, the client, makes a service requested from another program, the server, which fulfills the request [7] .
These days, most computers are multi-tasking (can run many programs simultaneously), so a single computer can run the server and client programs at the same time [8] . Often, in such a case this computer is a server of the internal network and is a client of the outer network. This work proposes a Local Area Network (LAN) topology based on a Client/Server model in which the server of the LAN is a client of a public network (Internet) and each LAN's client can connect to the public network through only the LAN's server. Figure (1) illustrates the relationship between the clients and server in a LAN topology connecting to a public network (Internet).
Framework
Protecting a Local Area Network (LAN) from an internal intruding needs a cooperation between two parts: client and server. This paper proposes that each client must send an extended information with each packet destined to the outside in order to authenticate the host which sent the packet. On the other hand, the server must verify these information and passes the authorized packet, while drops (and save in log file) the unauthorized one.
This process require a full control of the incoming/outgoing packets. One aspect of this paper is the implementation of the extended firewall (in both parts) on the windows operating system. Since the source code of the TCP/IP, which is proprietary to windows operating system, is not accessible, and since it is not possible to manipulate the packets in any TCP/IP protocol suit from level above the TCP/IP driver layer, these make the problem much more complicated. To overcome this problem, a hooking technique is developed during this work in order to control the packet at the point that links between the protocol driver and the NIC card(s), which is represented by the NDIS.
The work in this paper is, therefore, composed of two parts: 1-NDIS Hooking. 2-Authentication and verification of the extended information.
NDIS Hooking
The term hooking represents a fundamental technique that controls a particular piece of code execution. It provides a straight forward mechanism that can easily alter the operating system's behavior as well as third party products, without having their source code available [9] . The proposed software must be run in an user mode. This makes a comfortable and familiar interface to the user for handling routine data and gets the required information.
The user mode program can control a device driver by I/O commands, since the NDIS driver is not supporting I/O commands that provide a tool to deal with the user mode program, a new driver must be developed to hook the NDIS driver. This new driver will support the I/O commands in order to enable them to deal with the user mode program.
When the windows user-mode program can hook the NDIS, this program can monitor, control, add, and modify the NDIS incoming/outgoing packets.
Therefore, and in order to implement NDIS hooking it must be composed of two parts:
1-NDIS hooking driver. 2-NDIS hooking application.
NDIS-Hooking driver
The NDIS-Hooking driver is logically similar to the NDIS Intermediate (IM) driver, but it is implemented differently. It inserts itself between TCP/IP and all of the adapters that bind with it as shown in figure (2) .
When TCP/IP sends a packet, the packet comes to the NDIS-Hooking driver first. Likewise, packets that are to be indicated (received) on TCP/IP will go to the NDIS-Hooking driver first.
The NDIS hooking driver intercepts services that are exported by the windows NDIS wrapper at a point in the load sequence before NDIS protocols begin their binding process. These services are implemented in NDIS library. They deal with the TCP/IP stack and the NIC driver by sending/receiving a single or array of packets and other system events. 
NDIS Hooking Application
The second part of NDIS hooking is a user mode application, it controls the hooking driver, which means controlling the packet traveling. The hooking application must have the following functions:
1-Loading/Restoring the hooking driver for the specified adapter. 2-Controlling the original NDIS driver (by hooking driver), so that the ability for moving the NDIS packet from the kernel mode to user mode and vice versa. 3-Continuing for the sending/receiving operation.
The functions in the user mode which do these jobs are programmed in a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file using visual C++.net language.
The packet treatment process must continue until the application end (in case of resetting to the old driver). The execution of this process (function) containing this loop will prevent this function form terminating and the inability to control the rest of the program. To solve this problem, threading must be applied.
Threading is a technique that enables the programmers to execute one or more functions (in the same program) concurrently with the remaining parts of the program.
Getting the Host Identifier
In order to get the host identifier at application running time, Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) must be used.
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
The Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) job is to provide status or performance data about computers (possibly in networks) to applications. It retrieves these data from various sources like the registry or other custom defined sources. In particular, the actual location of data is hidden in favor of a more abstract view of the entirety of status or performance data [10] .
WMI introduces the notion of a managed object. A managed object is some logical or physical component on a computer that is managed by WMI. For example, a partition on a hard disk drive is a managed object. Another example would be a physical component like the processor.
Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)
WMI is a Microsoft's implementation of Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) which is an industry initiative and has evolved into Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) to develop a standardized, non-proprietary means for accessing and sharing management information in an enterprise network [10] . WBEM will result in technology that enables customers to collect, associate, and aggregate management data from diverse sources. The WBEM initiative is intended to solve the problem of collecting end-to-end management and diagnostic data in enterprise networks that may include hardware from multiple vendors, numerous protocols and operating systems [11] .
The goal of WBEM was first, to harness the power of the web for management interoperation, which is mean, that management data and the actual managed elements should be accessible from the Internet; second, build a Common Information Model (CIM) for management which is mean that all managed entities are accessed through a single unified standard protocol [11, 12] .
CIM is based on an object oriented model, and it is used by different management applications to have a common understanding of the managed elements regardless of how that information is stored or transported [13] .
WMI Architecture
WMI architecture consists of [13, 14] : 1-Consumers: the application that obtains information about managed objects from WMI. 2-Provider: A Component Object Model (COM) that maintains information from a managed object and relays it to the consumer. Providers implement specific interfaces defined by CIM and are registered with WMI. By implementing these interfaces, developers can write their own providers specific to their needs. WMI allows applications and systems to be built from components supplied by different software vendors. WMI comes with a number of predefined providers, which are called standard providers. Figure (3) illustrates the relationship between providers and consumers and the interaction with WMI.
Interaction with providers is blurred by WMI, to the client both standard and custom providers are hidden; data structures exposed by WMI do seem to have merged with the operating system. Information about managed objects is exposed by WMI as instances of classes created by WMI providers. In general, consumers do not access these instances directly; instead, consumers query WMI, which then relays the query to the appropriate provider. From the requested subset of the managed object's properties, the provider builds a result set which is returned to the consumer, again via WMI (Figure 4 
WMI Query Language (WQL)
WQL is a subset of ANSI Structure Query Langauge (SQL) with a few extensions to fit WMI's needs. The most important difference between SQL and WQL is that WQL supports read-only queries [13] . Object Manager queries are used in order to access the management Information (managed by the CIM). The syntax of the query is defined by the WQL. Unlike SQL, WQL can only be used to retrieve data; it cannot be used in operations involving modification, insertion, or deletion of data., examples of WQL queries are: " SELECT FreeSpace,Size FROM Win32_LogicalDisk WHERE DeviceID= 'C:'" This query will only retrieve the amount of free space and the size of the logical disk named 'C:'.
Connecting to the CIM Object Manager
To be able to access the functionality of WMI, a connection to the functionality CIM object manager within the service WinMgmt.exe has to be established. This is done by the following steps:
• First, setup the COM in the WMI consumer by calling the CoInitialize function.
• Second, set the system security context into "process-wide" by calling the CoInitializeSecurity function in the consumer with an appropriate parameters. After COM and COM security have been set up, class IwbemLocator is used to access the WMI service. On the other hand, CocreateInstance is called in order to get the interface handle to the IwbemLocator. This function returns the interface handle at the last argument as a IwbemServices object.
Finally, the connection to WinMgmt.exe is then done with a call to the command IwbemLocator::ConnectServer. The first parameter of this function specifies the CIM namespace that the consumer is connect to. The namespace for most of the pre-defined WMI structures including the structure that contains the information about the physical hard disk reside in the root\CIMV2 namespace. However, the second and third parameters are user and password. For the local machine (as in this case), these parameters must be set to NULL. The last parameter will be the IwbemServices object.
When the connection to WinMgmt.exe is done then the communication with the managed elements through the CIM object manager can be also established.
Querying the Required WMI Properties
The first step to query the required WMI properties, is to determine the class that contains instances of the required information, e.g. class Win32_Processor contains instances about the CPU like CPU identification number, CPU clock frequency. This paper proposes that the serial number of the physical hard disk is the host ID. The instance of this information is contained in Win32_PhysicalMedia class. As for the second step, it is executing the IwbemServices::ExecQuery function with the "Select" command as one of its parameter, e.g. " Select * from Win32_PhysicalMedia" . The last parameter of the ExecQuery function is a pointer to the corresponding first (if more than one) enumeration object.
Getting the next enumeration object (if needed) can be done by executing the IwbemClassObject::Next function repetitively. At this point the instance of the required Win32_PhysicalMedia is obtained. This instance acts as wrappers implementing access to the properties requested only those by query, see figure (5).
Finally, to access the required WMI properties of the Win32_PhysicalMedia, a IwbemService::Get function is used with the name of the required properity as a parameter. After getting the serial number of the hard disk, this Host-ID will append to each single outgoing IP packet.
The Getting Host-ID algorithm is as follow:
Step-1-Setup the Component Object Model in the WMI consumer
Step-2-Set the system security context into process-wide in the consumer
Step-3-Define a Iwbemlocator object used to access the WMI service
Step-4-Get the interface handle to the Iwbemlocator
Step-5-Connect to WinMgmt.exe
Step-6-Determine the class that contains instances of the required information
Step-7-Query the required type information
Step-8-Get the enumeration objects with their instances
Step-9-Get the required information as a HostID
Authentication Importance
The additional information that passed from the protected hosts to the extended firewall must be authentic. So, any fabrication or even simple modification to the packet will be detected. Otherwise, the adversary is able to modify the packet's content to his own benefit, due to his physical access to the protected network [15] .
Message authentication is a procedure to verify that a received message comes from the alleged source and have not been altered [16, 17] .The authentication scheme must be strong enough to overcome the adversary's limited computational resources. It must be applied to every network packet; it must be small enough to fit into every packet without loss of too much bandwidth. Furthermore, it has to be very fast to calculate and validate, since the firewall has to validate network packets from a large number of hosts which, yielding hundreds or thousands of packets each second [3] . UMAC method is very fast and effective method that authenticate a whole message and the result will be a value in a form of 4 bytes [18] . This value will append also the to the end of the IP packet. Using normal method of authentication does not prevent the intruder from the ability of understanding what the packet contain. So, encryption technique is important.
Encryption Importance
As the authentication is protecting the packets from fabricating or modification, an encryption technique will prevent the intruder from the ability to understand them. This factor will be very useful in order to prevent the intruder from knowing what extra identifiers are chosen to append to each packet for making the packet as authorized one. So, encryption is a necessity [19, 20] .
The DES method has been chosen because of two reasons: first, it is symmetric encryption so it is fast; second, it is still effective method.
Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU)
Two information are added to the end of each IP packet. The length of each information is as follow:
HostID: 15 bytes UMAC value: 4 bytes This means that each outgoing IP packet length will be increased by 19 bytes, which approximately 0.0125 of the maximum Ethernet packet (The Ethernet maximum packet length is 1514 bytes). Since, no packet must exceed the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of the network [21, 22, 23] , in this case (Ethernet), therefore, the MTU must be decreased by the total length of the extended information which is 19 bytes.
Necessity of Check Sum Recalculation
The error detection method used by most TCP/IP protocols is called the check sum. The check sum protects against the corruption that may occur during the transmission of a packet. It is redundant information added to the packet.
The check sum is calculated at the sender and the value obtained is sent with the packet. The receiver repeats the same calculation on the whole packet including the check sum. If the result is satisfactory (match) then the packet is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected.
Since, the lengths of the IP and UDP/TCP packets are increased by adding the extra information, and since the contents of these packets are changed, a recalculation of the check sum for both the IP and the UDP/TCP packets are necessary.
Client's program algorithm
Step-1-Specify the network card
Step-2-Load the hooking driver
Step-3-Perform the host ID function to get the host ID
Step-4-Wait until outgoing packet is reached to the driver
Step-5-Transfer the packet from the NDIS buffer (kernel mode) to the hooking application buffer (user mode)
Step-6-Add host ID to the packet Step-7-Perform authentication process to the packet payload using UMAC method
Step-8-Perform ciphering process to the packet payload using DES method
Step-9-Recalculate checksum of the packet
Step-10-Transfer the packet to the kernel mode
Step-11-Transmit the packet
Step-12-go to step -4-
Verification Process
When the extended firewall (verifier) receives an extended IP datagram from a protected host, it has to check whether it should accept or deny. So, the processing for each incoming message begins with loading the hooking driver for the specified adapter, and then transfers the incoming packet from kernel mode to user mode by the hooking application. This operation is also important for retransmitting the authorized packet. When the packet is in user mode, the verifying process will be easy. The next step is deciphering the message. After that, the authenticity of the message must be checked. This is done by verifying the MAC value received from the client with the message appended to it. If this value is correct, the extended firewall will verify the authenticity for the hostID.
The verification process of the hosted is accomplished by searching in a data base file which contains the authorized information.
If MAC value was incorrect or the authenticity of the hostID was incorrect, this packet will be dropped and logging in a log file. If the packet was authorized, the original packet must be extracted from the received one by removing the extended information and recalculating the checksum. The last step is resending the packet. The problem with the server is that it may receive a large number of packets in a short time, according to this fact; the server has to process and verify the incoming packets as fast as possible. The server deciphers each packet by using a symmetric ciphering method, which is very fast comparing to asymmetric ciphering methods. Also, the server uses the fastest method of authentication process.
The matching process of the host-ID (search in each data base file) is slow. In order to increase the speed of this process, cache information is presented.
The server main procedures algorithm is as follow:
Step-3-Open authorized user ID file
Step-4-Wait until incoming packet is reached to the specified driver
Step-5-Transfer the packet from kernel mode to user mode
Step-6-Deciphering the packet
Step-7-Recalculate the packet authentication value using the key Step-8-if Match with the sent one go to step -14-
Step-9-if Match the host ID with authorized one go to step -14-
Step-10-Rebuild the IP packet without the extended information
Step-11-Recalculate checksum
Step-12-Send the packet
Step-13-go to step -4-Step-14-Send into a log file
Step-15-Drop the packet
Step-16-go to step -4-
Caching Authorized Information
In order to increase the speed of verifying the incoming extended information, caches for the authorized information are presented. This paper proposes the use of cache of Host-ID at the server:
Caching Framework
When the incoming packet is deciphered and authorized by the UMAC method, the HostID is read from the packet and search it in the HostID cache. There are two situations:
First, if it is not found, then search it in the authorized HostID file. If not found in the file, then this HostID is unauthorized and this packet will be dropped and logged. Otherwise, a new HostID entry cache is added.
Discussion
The practical side of this paper is implemented on a LAN network topology consisting of five computers; one server and three authorized clients in addition to one unauthorized client.
In order to test the proposed implementation, the execution of the client portion is beginning with reading the HostID and appending to each packet going to the server. Table (1) illustrates the clients' computer names with their HostID (retrieved by the proposed solution at the client) beside the authorization state (depending on a database at the server) and the server's action for this packet. The above table shows that each packet coming from the authorized client (Computer1, Computer2, and Computer3) was succeeded and passes this step. In the opposite site, ComputerHack had strange HostID (unauthorized), this state was recognized by the server and drop this packet as a reaction.
Any violation to the token authorization or incorrect authentication from any client will be detected and reported in a log file.
Conclusions
From the previous, we can conclude that: TCP/IP protocol has many security holes especially that can be used for internal intruding attacks, this can be done by modifying or fabricating any IP packet contents easily and this will enable the adversary to communicate with the external network. So, the HostID can be more reliable than the IP and MAC addresses. Also, the Host-ID can be used by the programmer to use it when developing a software in order to guarantee that this copy of software is the only copy that cannot execute on another host. Also, the work is conclude that there is no unique security solution for a network; instead it is necessary to make different and multistage defense lines.
